
Perceptual limits on 2D motion field visualization
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The visualization of 2D vector fields is a classical problem in computer graphics. This
paper concerns 2D vector fields that are defined by image motion, such that each vector in
a dense field defines a 2D image velocity. Standard examples are the projected motion in
an image plane as seen by an observer, or the motion field of a 2D fluid across a surface.

A wide range of techniques are available for visualizing 2D motion fields. For example,
see review in [Laramee et al. 2004]. Some represent the individual 2D vectors with an icon,
for example, an arrow. Others replace the arrow by a field of elongated spots [Wijk 1991].
The line integral convolution (LIC) method [Cabral and Leedom 1993] depicts streamlines,
which are integral curves through the vector field. Many of these techniques have both
single frame (static) and multi-frame (dynamic) versions. Recent dynamic methods have
taken advantage of programmable graphics hardware to produce visualizations of time-
varying 2D vector fields in real time.

A central theme in 2D motion field visualization is the trade-off between the computa-
tion time and accuracy. For example, the original static LIC method [Cabral and Leedom
1993] is computationally very expensive, as each pixel requires its own streamline to be
computed at sub-pixel accuracy. Faster LIC methods sacrifice accuracy by computing cor-
rect streamlines on a sparse subset of pixels and approximate streamlines for the remaining
pixels[Stalling and Hege 1995]. Another example is 2D texture advection methods which
deform the texture coordinates of a mesh and which introduce noise in each frame to visu-
ally mask the mesh edges [van Wijk 2002].

The purpose of this paper is not to improve on existing 2D flow visualization meth-
ods, but rather to consider the limits of how well people can perceive motion fields from
such visualizations. We argue that the reason many visualization methods get away with
making approximations is that the human visual system cannot detect these approxima-
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tions because of fundamental limits in processing such motion fields. Attempts have been
made to identify and how well human observers perceive 2D flow [Laidlaw et al. 2005]
for quite complex fields, but these are mostly for the case of static 2D visualizations. In
the psychophysics literature, the limits of motion field perceptual have been studied for the
dynamic case, but only using simple vector fields (see review in Sec. 2).

Our analysis of motion field visualization methods includes both LIC and 2D texture
advection methods. Specifically, blurring of a noise image along streamlines as in LIC
can be expressed as 2D motion blur, and can be analyzed using tools from linear systems
theory. This provides a bridge to link the analysis of dynamic LIC to the analysis of
2D texture advection methods. Our main result of this analysis is a tradeoff between the
static motion blur cue which indicates the direction of motion and the dynamic cue which
indicates the speed.

Another aspect of motion fields that we address is that, even though many 2D flow vi-
sualization methods are designed for a single 2D velocity field, the visualizations are often
used to illustrate multiple layers. For example, a foreground flow might be superimposed
on a static background image, as in the case of clouds moving over a map on a television
weather report . The fact that the foreground and background images mask each other is
hardly surprising, but quantitative details about this masking are rarely presented in the
visualization literature.

Section 2 briefly reviews several psychophysical studies of the perception of 2D motion
fields, including the sensitivity to spatial gradients in a field, the number of distinct layers in
a field, and the role of static spatial orientation cues including motion blur. The purpose of
this brief review is to point to this rich literature, and to introduce several distinct perceptual
limitations.

In Section 3, we present a spectral analysis of 2D motion fields. We concentrate on
LIC-based methods and compare static and dynamic LIC. LIC methods compute a stream-
line passing through each pixel and blur an underlying image (typically noise) along each
streamline. LIC can thus be regarded as depicting motion blur along streamlines. Specifi-
cally, intensities in the LIC image are highly correlated along each streamline, but uncor-
related in the direction perpendicular to each streamline.

Static LIC is useful for visualizing the direction of the streamline at each image position,
up to a 180 degree ambiguity [Laidlaw et al. 2005]. It is less useful for depicting the speed
of motion along a streamline, however. Although speed can be illustrated to some extent in
static LIC, e.g. by varying the spatial scale of the underlying image prior to the convolution
along integral curves [Kiu and Banks 1996], a more natural way to illustrate speed is to
use dynamic LIC (animation).

Dynamic LIC methods modulate the convolution kernel of each streamline. Motion is
created by shifting the phase of a sinusoidal modulation from frame to frame. One can
depict different speeds by spatially varying the frequency of the sinusoid while holding the
phase change constant [Cabral and Leedom 1993] or by spatially varying the phase change
while holding the spatial frequency constant [Forssell and Cohen 1995].

Dynamic LIC methods operate on 1D streamlines only, but the phase shifting mecha-
nism is related to 2D noise advection methods used by others [Freeman et al. 1991]. These
include recent 2D noise advection methods which take advantage of graphics hardware to
compute texture deformations from frame to frame [van Wijk 2002]. In these methods,
each pixel’s intensity is computed by blending two layers; the first layer is the advected
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intensities from the previous frame, and the second layer is additive noise. Clearly these
latter methods rely on masking in human vision, but quantitative studies of such masking
have not been carried out, to our knowledge.¼ �����½c-%¾.���6¾;½u�/=>-��
We now briefly review a set of human psychophysical studies that have addressed how
well the human visual system perceives motion fields. Three aspects of motion perception
are addressed: sensitivity to spatial gradients, sensitivity to multiple motion layers, and the
role of motion blur.¼  � ��+�4g� +��9¿��
	 '��1�"��'#� �
��45A
In one early study, the image domain was divided into two halves, each having a random
dot noise pattern moving at some velocity [van Doorn and Koenderink 1982b]. The au-
thors examined the sensitivity to the velocity difference between the two fields. A Weber
law was found such that sensitivity depended on the ratio of the velocity difference to the
average velocity. In a similar study [van Doorn and Koenderink 1982a], the view field was
divided into several parallel stripes containing moving white noise, such that alternating
stripes had velocities in opposite directions. Observers could detect broad stripes but, as
the stripes became narrower, the motion field became incoherent. Surprisingly, for very
narrow stripes, the motion field was perceived as two overlapping transparent layers, mov-
ing in opposite directions. A similar study [Mestre et al. 2001] varied the speeds but not the
direction between the alternating stripes and found similar results. To perceive narrower
stripes, observers required a higher speed differences between stripes and again two super-
imposed layers were observed for very narrow stripes. Another study used bandpass noise
rather than white noise [Watson and Eckert 1994] and found that as long as the central
frequency of the bandpass noise was sufficiently greater than the frequency of the stripes
observers could perceive the stripes, rather than incoherent motion or two superimposed
motion layers.¼  ¼ ��+�4g� +���	 �7F7�
�"A
Several of the above studies showed that when the spatial frequency of the motion field in
a single layer is high and only two velocities are present, two layered motion is perceived,
with one velocity per layer. Indeed it is possible to perceive up to three superimposed
global motion layers. [Andersen 1989] used moving random dots and considered layers
with the same motion direction but different speeds, and found that observers could identify
up to three layers of dots, but could not distinguish between three, four, and five layers. See
also [Mestre and Masson 1997]. Similar results have been obtained, holding speed constant
and varying the direction[Edwards and Greenwood 2005]. For all of these studies, three
layers can be perceived only when the velocity vectors differ sufficiently in either speed
and direction (or presumably both). Otherwise subjects typically perceive only one or two
layers [Treue et al. 2000].

Other studies have investigated the conditions under which one versus two layers are
perceived [Masson et al. 1999]. As in the case of motion gradients in Sec. 2.1, it was found
the speed difference needed to perceive two layers increased with the mean speed. Others
studies held speed constant and varied the directions of the two layers. One such study
[Braddick 1997] had observers judge whether the angle between two layers of moving
dots was less than or greater than 90 À . Performance in that task was compared to a similar
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task in which observers made the same 90 À comparison between a single motion layer and
a static straight line. Performance in the second task was much better than expected, given
the performance in the first task, suggesting the simultaneous perception of the two motion
layers (required by the first task but not the second) involves an extra computational cost.

Another study [Qian et al. 1994] manipulated two layers of dots moving in opposite di-
rections, such that the dots were chosen in pairs (one dot from each layer) and had limited
lifetimes. When the two dots in each pair were made sufficiently close to each other, ob-
servers could not perceive two layers and the motion appeared incoherent. This experiment
provides further evidence of an interaction between high spatial frequencies in the motion
field and the perception of multiple motion layers.

Finally, we note that all the above studies used moving noise patterns, without any spatial
cues. Other studies have addressed both motion cues and spatial cues. For example, pairs
of moving parallel lines or 2D sinusoids can give rise either to one motion layer or two
motion layers, depending on relative spatial frequency, orientation, speed [Adelson and
Movshon 1982], and perceived transparency [Stoner et al. 1990].¼  Â ��+�4g� +���Ã�	>3��
We next consider spatial cues and how they interact with motion cues. At low spatial fre-
quencies, the human visual system’s temporal contrast sensitivity function (CSF) is roughly
bandpass, whereas at high spatial frequencies it is low pass [Robson 1966; Koenderink and
van Doorn 1966]. This implies that at low spatial frequencies the visual system is more
sensitive to high image speeds, and at high spatial frequencies it is more sensitive to low
image speeds. For example, the visual system can detect much larger frame-to-frame dis-
placements in images that are dominated by low spatial frequencies than it can for images
dominated by higher spatial frequencies [Chang and Julesz 1983].

A related result involves motion blur. Consider an image moving with a uniform velocityÄ
vx Å vy Æ pixels/frame. The motion leads to a relationship between spatial frequency

Ä
fx Å fy Æ

and temporal frequency ft in the 3D frequency domain, namely all frequency componentsÄ
fx Å fy Å ft Æ of the stimulus lie on a motion plane [Watson and Ahumada 1985]

vx fx Ç vy fy Ç ft È 0 É (1)

Because of limited contrast sensitivity, some spatio-temporal frequency components of the
plane are attenuated when the speed is high. Spatial frequency components with

Ä
fx Å fy Æ

in the direction of motion
Ä
vx Å vy Æ yield high temporal frequencies ft and, because the

visual system is low pass at high temporal frequencies, these components are attenuated.
On the other hand, spatial frequencies with

Ä
fx Å fy Æ in the direction perpendicular to the

motion yield low temporal frequencies and are not attenuated. The effect is that the visual
system filters the moving image such that frequency components

Ä
fx Å fy Æ in the direction

of motion are attenuated. i.e. each frame of the image sequence is perceptually dominated
by frequency components whose spatial structure is oriented in the direction of motion.
Formally, as we discuss in Sec. 3, these orientation cues can be expressed as greater spatial
correlation in the direction of motion. It has been shown that spatial correlations are used
by the visual system as a spatial cue to the direction of motion [Geisler 1999; Barlow and
Olshausen 2004].

Finally, when only single frames are present, these orientation cues define static 2D
flow fields. Many psychophysical studies have examined the perception of orientation in
static flow fields, for example, sensitivity to discontinuities in the flow direction [Link and
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. V, No. N, Month 20YY.
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Zucker 1985; Landy and Bergen 1991], sensitivity to alternating gradients in the flow di-
rection [Kingdom et al. 1995], and sensitivity to more general flow deformations including
curvature [Ben-Shahar and Zucker 2004]. In this paper, we are less interested in these
static flows on their own, but rather in how these static flow fields give rise to motion in a
particular direction and speed as the image changes from frame to frame.Â1Ë���wÌ1-;��(WÍT�2Í^�wÍT�s½u��=>�
We next analyze a trade-off between the 2D motion information that is provided by static
motion blur, and the information that is provided by intensity translations from frame to
frame. The trade-off is reminiscent of the classical aperture problem[Marr and Ullman
1981], namely that translation in the direction of an iso-intensity contour (motion blur
direction) leads to no intensity change from frame to frame, and hence provides no speed
information. We apply linear systems theory and analyze this trade-off in the frequency
domain.

We consider a uniform velocity field,
Ä
vx Å vy Æ , and a spatial noise pattern that translates

from frame to frame with that velocity. The image sequence can be expressed as

I
Ä
x Å y Å t Æ È I

Ä
x Î vxt Æ mod N Å Ä y Î vyt Æ mod N Å 0 Æ É

Here we have assumed for mathematical convenience that the image wraps around at the
image boundaries.

In Sec. 3.1, we analyze how motion blur introduces static spatial correlations in the
direction of motion. In Sec. 3.2, we show these spatial correlations decrease the speed
information in the dynamic case.Â1 � ��4V��4g� �@�#=>-�����'{0?+
4g� +���Ã�	>3��
The case of a uniform velocity field is convenient, since the LIC convolution kernel be-
comes shift invariant in this case. LIC methods have a parameter L that defines the length
of the line segment over which the line integration occurs. The greater is the value L, the
greater is the spatial correlation between pixels along the streamline in the resulting LIC
image, and hence a more well-defined is the local orientation of the flow field.

We assuming a constant horizontal field
Ä
vx Å 0 Æ . LIC takes a spatial white noise im-

age I
Ä
x Å y Æ and convolves it with the LIC kernel. We can write this kernel as a separable

windowing function h
Ä
x Æ δ Ä

y Æ where h
Ä
x Æ is a Hanning window,

h
Ä
x Æ È 1

2
Ä
1 Ç cos

Ä 2π
L

x ÆVÆ
with support over Ï}Î L

2 Å L
2 Ð in the x direction, and δ

Ä
y Æ is an impulse response

δ
Ä
y Æ È Ñ

1 Å y È 0
0 Å y ÒÈ 0 É

The resulting LIC image is the convolution

ILIC
Ä
x Å y Æ È I

Ä
x Å y Æ#Ó Ä

h
Ä
x Æ δ Ä

y ÆVÆ É (2)

Because the velocity field is constant
Ä
vx Å 0 Æ , the image is blurred in the x direction only.

The amplitude spectrum of each frame isÔ
ÎLIC

Ä
fx Å fy Æ Ô È Ô

Î
Ä
fx Å fy Æ Ô�Ô

ĥ
Ä
fx Æ Ô É
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Since the Hanning filter h

Ä
x Æ is low pass, the amplitude spectrum

Ô
ÎLIC

Ä
fx Å fy Æ Ô

is en-
veloped by a single ridge centered on the fy axis. The width of the ridge is the bandwidth
of h

Ä
x Æ which is inversely proportional to L. Since the definition of bandwidth is somewhat

arbitrary, we keep the notation simple and just define the bandwidth to be N Ö L.
From the Wiener-Kninchin theorem, the inverse Fourier transform of the squared ampli-

tude spectrum (called the power spectrum) of ILIC
Ä
x Å y Æ is the autocorrelation function,

R
Ä
dx Å dy Æ È ∑

x
∑
y

ILIC
Ä
x Ç dx modN Å y Ç dy mod N Æ ILIC

Ä
x Å y Æ É

R
Ä
dx Å 0 Æ falls off from its maximum at dx È 0 to a minimum value of 0 at dx × L

2 . Also,
the expected value of R

Ä
dx Å dy Æ is zero for any dy ÒÈ 0, that is, there is no correlation across

image rows.
Figure 1 (a),(b) shows an example of an ILIC

Ä
x Å y Æ images. The images is obtained by

taking a 128 Ø 128 white noise image and convolving with h
Ä
x Æ δ Ä

y Æ with length (a) L È 63
and (b) L È 31. Note that, the correlation length is longer in (a) than in (b), since the LIC
kernel integrates over a longer line segment in (a). Because the correlation length in much
longer in (a), orientation is represented more accurately in (a).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. All three LIC images are N Ù N Ú 128 Ù 128 pixels. (a) Static LIC with L Ú 63. (b) Static LIC with
L Ú 31. (c) Dynamic LIC with L Ú 63 and f0 Ú 2

Â1 ¼ $wF�����09� ���#=r-�����'`0�+
4g� +1�@Ã�	>3��
The dynamic LIC method of [Cabral and Leedom 1993] modulates a Hanning filter h

Ä
x Æ

with a sinusoid of frequency f0 cycles per L pixels, and adds a unit pedestal to ensure
that the filter is positive everywhere. A typical value of f0 is 2. Motion is generated by
changing the phase of the filter from frame to frame, reminiscent of [Freeman et al. 1991].

Define the even filter,

hc Ä
x Å y Æ È δ

Ä
y Æ h Ä

x Æ Ä
1 Ç cos

Ä 2π
L

f0x ÆsÆ (3)

and so

ĥc Ä
fx Æ È ĥ

Ä
fx Æ Ç 1

2
Ä
ĥ

Ä
fx Ç f0 Æ Ç ĥ

Ä
fx Î f0 ÆVÆ É (4)

The superscript ”c” denotes a cosine function.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. V, No. N, Month 20YY.
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We can create motion in the x direction with speed vx by changing the phase spectrum

from frame to frame, namely by increasing the phase by 2π fxvx Ö L radians from frame
to frame. After changing the phase spectrum in each frame, we take the inverse Fourier
transform. Thus,

ILIC
Ä
x Å y Å t ÆwÜ¶ÝßÞ 1 à Î

Ä
fx Å fy Æ ĥc Ä

fx Æ ei2π fxvx á L â
Using this method, the amplitude spectrum is constant in each frame, namelyÔ

ÎLIC
Ä
fx Å fy Æ Ô È Ô

Î
Ä
fx Å fy Æ Ô�Ô

ĥc Ä
fx Æ Ô É

Eq. (4) suggests that the amplitude spectrum consists of three ridges. There is a central
ridge which is due to the unit pedestal i.e. the dc component that was added to ensure the
LIC filter is positive everywhere. There are also two flanking ridges which are centered
at frequencies fx Èäã f0 cycles per L pixels, and are due to the sinusoid modulation. In
fact, for small f0, these three ridges overlap considerably and the result is an amplitude
spectrum with only one significant local maximum, namely at fx È 0.

Again, from the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, the autocorrelation function of each frame of
the LIC image is inversely related to the bandwidth of hc Ä

x Æ , which is
Ä
1 Ç f0 Æ N

L . For fixed
N Å L, this bandwidth is obviously larger than in the static case because of the sinusoidal
modulation of frequency f0 in the direction of motion. Thus, for a given L, dynamic LIC
reduces the motion blur cue in each frame, and hence reduces the orientation information
in each frame. This effect is evident in Fig. 1(a),(c) which have the same L, but f0 È 2 in
(c) whereas f0 È 0 in (a) i.e. no sinusoidal modulation in (a) which is static LIC only.

In dynamic LIC, if a large L and small f0 are used, then the bandwidth is small and
so only low spatial frequency components are present in the direction of motion. This is
fine for depicting high speeds in the direction of motion, since only low spatial frequencies
would be allowed anyhow in order to avoid temporal aliasing. However, it is not fine for
low speeds. The problem here is that the human visual system has good constrast sensitiv-
ity at low spatial frequencies, only if the temporal frequency is high which requires a high
speed. At temporal frequency ft È 0, the contrast sensitivity of the visual system peaks at
about 3-5 cycles per degree, and falls off considerably for lower spatial frequencies. For
example, for a spatial frequency of 0.5 cycles per degree, contrast sensitivity peaks at about
5 Hz [Robson 1966], corresponding to an image velocity of about 10 degrees per second,
which is rather fast. Thus, when a large degree of motion blur is present in each image
frame, low speeds will be poorly perceived.

To summarize, one faces a trade-off in dynamic LIC. By modulating the window and
changing the phase from frame to frame, one resolves the 180 À ambiguity that is present
in the static LIC. One pays a price, however, namely one must either decreases the motion
blur cue by keeping L small, which limits the static orientation information in each frame,
or one may allow L to be large but disallow slow speeds, since the visual system has poor
contrast sensitivity to slowly moving stimuli if only low spatial frequencies in the direc-
tion of motion are present. Thus, one cannot simultaneously have strong static directional
information from motion blur along with a strong speed cue from dynamically change the
phase from frame to frame. To our knowledge, this observation has not been articulated
before in the 2D motion visualization literature.
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We next review a spectral synthesis method that we have developed for 2D flow field vi-
sualization [Langer et al. 2004; Langer et al. 2005]. Our method is not as computationally
fast as recent methods for 2D flow visualization which take advantage of graphics hard-
ware. However, our purpose in developing the method was not to compete with existing
methods. Rather, our purpose was to develop a method which produces visualizations
that can be easily characterized in terms of psychophysical constraints of human vision, in
particular, in terms of spatial and temporal frequency properties, motion blur, and motion
layers.æ  � �c�!	 ��Am����'ç0�+�4g� +���	 �jF��
�"A
The image is covered by a 2D grid of overlapping M Ø M tiles. The parameter M serves
a very similar role to the parameter L of LIC. Tile

Ä
i Å j Æ has its top left corner at pixelÄ

i M
2 Å j M

2 Æ . We use spectral synthesis [Ebert et al. 2003] to synthesize bandlimited layered
motion image sequence in each tile. An annulus in each tile’s spatial frequency domain is
partitioned into n subbands, each of constant octave bandwidth. Each of these subbands
defines a motion layer, in that we associate a velocity vector

Ä
vx Å vy Æ to each subband. For

example, for n È 3 layers and M È 32, we let each subband be one octave, namely

f Èéè f 2
x Ç f 2

y ê Ï 2 Å 4 ÆjÅ Ï 4 Å 8 ÆIÅ Ï 8 Å 16 Æ É
We use at most three layers since the visual system can perceive no more than three layers
simultaneously (recall Sec. 2.2).

We assign the amplitude spectrum in each tile to be 1/f noise, i.e.Ô
Îi j

Ä
fx Å fy Æ Ô È 1è f 2

x Ç f 2
y

within the subbands, and zero outside of the subbands. For the first image frame, I
Ä
x Å y Å 0 Æ ,

we set the phase spectrum to be random, subject to the conjugacy constraint,

Îi j
Ä Î fx Å Î fy Æ È Îi j

Ä
fx Å fy Æ

which ensures that the inverse Fourier transform is real. Taking a 2D inverse FFT yields
the first frame Ii j

Ä
x Å y Å 0 Æ of tile

Ä
i Å j Æ .

To generate layered motion from frame t to frame t Ç 1, a phase shift is applied to each
of the spatial frequency components. Let the Fourier transform of frame t be

Îi j
Ä
fx Å fy Å t Æ È 1è f 2

x Ç f 2
y

e iφi j ë fx ì fy ì t í
where φi j

Ä
fx Å fy Å t Æ is the phase spectrum of tile

Ä
i Å j Æ at frame t and fx Å fy are in units of

cycles per tile i.e. per M pixels. The phase spectrum for the frame t Ç 1 is obtained from
frame t via:

φi j
Ä
fx Å fy Å t Ç 1 Æ : È φi j

Ä
fx Å fy Å t Æ ã 2π

M
Ä
vx fx Ç vy fy Æ É (5)

One velocity vector
Ä
vx Å vy Æ is used for each motion layer l in each tile. This velocity vector

may vary from tile to tile and from frame to frame. To keep the notation for vx Å vy simple,
we ignore subscripts of layer, i Å j Å l Å t.
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The tile centeres are at positions

ÄsÄ
i Ç 1 Æ M

2 Å Ä j Ç 1 Æ M
2 Æ . The vector field

Ä
vx Å vy Æ for each

subband is defined at these positions as well. This sets the Nyquist limit of the velocity
field, namely the minimum wavelength of the vx and vy functions on the underlying pixel
grid is M pixels. This is because the wavelength corresponding to the highest frequency of
vx Å vy must be less than or equal to half the sampling rate. In our experiments we typically
use M È 16 Å 32 Å or 64. Note that we are assuming that

Ä
vx Å vy Æ varies only slowly from pixel

to pixel in the image.æ  ¼ ��+�4g� +���Ã�	>3��
The human visual system is not equally sensitive to all spatiotemporal frequencies. For
typical viewing distances, such as a 1280 pixel-wide monitor subtending 20 degrees of
viewing angle, a tile of width M È 64 pixels corresponds to about one degree of visual
angle. If we restrict each tile to bandpass 1/f noise with minimum spatial frequency fmin È
2 cycles per tile, then this corresponds to a minimum spatial frequency of 2 cycles/degree
of visual angle. At this and higher spatial frequencies, the human visual system’s temporal
contrast sensitivity function is lowpass in temporal frequency[Robson 1966; Koenderink
and van Doorn 1966]. The same temporal lowpass property holds for smaller values of M
as well.

Because the visual system is lowpass for the temporal frequency in our sequences, we
attenuate these high temporal frequencies explicitly. We use a uniform temporal lowpass
filter, i.e. constant over all

Ä
fx Å fy Æ . Prior to taking the inverse FFT for tile

Ä
i Å j Æ and frame

t, we attenuate the amplitudes
Ô
Îi j

Ä
fx Å fy Å t Æ Ô

by multiplying by e Þ f 2
t á ë 2σ 2 í where

ft È Î 1
M

Ä
vx fx Ç vy fy Æ

is in units of cycles per frame, the Nyquist limit being ft È 0 É 5. The constant σ is the
temporal frequency bandwidth. The attenuation factor clearly depends on

Ä
fx Å fy Æ and is a

Gaussian ridge, oriented perpendicularly to the motion direction. The result is motion blur
in the direction of motion, where the amount of blur depends on σ and on the speed in the
direction of motion.

Several further technical details are worth mentioning. In the human contrast sensitivity
function, the temporal cutoff frequency depends on spatial frequency i.e. it is not constant.
Although one could incorporate this dependence in the model of motion blur [Barlow and
Olshausen 2004], we decided not to do so. One reason is that we perform subsequent
operations on the images (windowing and tone-mapping) which will affect the spectrum
further. A second reason is that the detailed CSF describes perception at contrast threshold
whereas our stimuli are above threshold, so it unclear that exactly the same CSF curves
apply. Using a constant temporal frequency bandwidth achieves the basic motion blurring
effect, namely it attenuates high spatial frequencies in the direction of motion.

Since motion blur attenuates the amplitudes in a speed-dependent way, the total power
in a tile will depend on the speeds

Ä
vx Å vy Æ in each layer. As a result, when we take the

inverse Fourier transform to obtain Ii j
Ä
x Å y Å t Æ , the contrast will depend on these parameters

as well. We avoid this contrast dependence by rescaling Ii j
Ä
x Å y Å t Æ so that the intensities lie

in [-1,1],

I
Ä
x Å y Å t Æ : È Ii j

Ä
x Å y Å t Æ

max x ì y Ô
Ii j

Ä
x Å y Å t Æ Ô É
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Note that, at this step, there is no dc component and so the image tile Ii j

Ä
x Å y Å t Æ has mean

intensity of zero. The normalization does not change this property.æ  Â ñ6	 �
��'��!���@4g�!	 �7A
To blend the intensities of the tiles, we define a windowing function W

Ä
x Å y Æ (see below)

such that, for any
Ä
x Å y Æ in the image domain à 1 Å ÉVÉVÉ Å N â Ø à 1 Å ÉVÉVÉ Å N â ,

I
Ä
x Å y Æ È ∑

i ì j W
Ä
x Î M

2
i Å y Î M

2
j Æ Ii j

Ä
x Î M

2
i Å y Î M

2
j Æ

where W
Ä
x Å y Æ and Ii j

Ä
x Î M

2 i Å y Î M
2 j Æ are defined on Ï 1 Å M Ð Ø`Ï 1 Å M Ð and are 0 outside

this region. By inspection, four tiles overlap at each pixel, namely two tiles in each of x Å y
directions.

The window W
Ä
x Å y Æ is defined as follows. We would like the window to give more

weight to pixels near the center of a tile. We begin with a linear blending window, namely
a 2D separable Bartlett window B

Ä
x Å y Æ . Such a window leads to non-uniform contrast,

however [Watson and Eckert 1994; Langer et al. 2005] and so we normalize to make the
sum of squared weights of the four overlapping tiles constant at each pixel. For any x Å y êÏ 1 Å M

2 Ð , we define a normalized window:

W
Ä
x Å y Æ È B

Ä
x Å y Æè B

Ä
x Å y Æ 2 Ç B

Ä
x Ç M

2 Å y Æ 2 Ç B
Ä
x Å y Ç M

2 Æ 2 Ç B
Ä
x Ç M

2 Å y Ç M
2 Æ 2

(6)

For other x Å y ê Ï 1 Å M Ð ØòÏ 1 Å M Ð , we define W
Ä
x Å y Æ by mirror symmetry about the center of

the tile, namely

W
Ä
x Å y Æ È W

Ä
min

Ä
x Å M Ç 1 Î x ÆIÅ min

Ä
y Å M Ç 1 Î y ÆVÆ É

The result is shown in Fig. 2.
Note that multiplying by the window W

Ä
x Å y Æ may cause the mean of each windowed

tile to be non-zero. Moroever, the amplitude spectrum of each image tile is affected by the
windowing function since, by the convolution theorem, multiplying Ii j

Ä
x Å y Å t Æ by W

Ä
x Å y Æ

causes the amplitude spectrum Îi j
Ä
fx Å fy Å t Æ to be convolved with Ŵ

Ä
fx Å fy Æ . This blurring

in the frequency domain is not a big problem, though, since W
Ä
x Å y Æ is a very low pass filter

which falls to less than 40 % of its dc value at f È 1 and to less than 10% of its dc value at
f È 2. Thus there is only a slight spreading of the amplitude spectrum.æ  æ (W�7As����	 �!�����!��45�
��AE� 4g� �7A
Once the tiles are blended together, the mean I

Ä
x Å y Å t Æ for any fixed t is approximately zero,

and the intensities lie approximately in the interval [-1,1] and so we clip to this interval. We
perform two final operations. First, we add intensity 1 to each pixel and divide by 2, which
brings intensities to the interval [0,1]. We then tone map the intensities by squaring them.
This skews the intensity distribution toward zero, giving a wider distribution of perceived
brightnesses i.e. the perception of brightness obeys a power law. This latter step would be
dropped if the stimuli were used in a psychophysics experiment.ó éÌ�ô.Í^���w��Ì��
The examples that we present in the paper use two types of layered motion fields. The
first is the motion generated by a fluid model. The second type is the motion seen by an
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. V, No. N, Month 20YY.
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Fig. 2. The M Ù M Ú 64 Ù 64 weighting function W õ x ö y ÷ that is multiplied with each tile. See Eq. (6).

observer moving through a static scene. The videos can be found atø#ù�ù�úmûVü�ü
ý�ý�ýcþEÿ�����þ���ÿ����	�
�Cþgÿ��#ü�������������1ü��
�
���
�.þ�ù����
.

With tile width M È 64 and N Ø N È 512 Ø 512, we are able to render 11.6 frames per
second using a Pentium 4 3.0 GHz with 2 GB RAM.ó  ��� 	>3�� ' � 	 +��
We used the fluid solver of [Stam 2001] to generate a time-dependent 2D velocity field.
The method generates velocity fields for incompressible fluids subject to forces supplied
by the user. For our examples, we use a uniform random force field that is input to the fluid
solver for the first frame, and we use no force field in subsequent frames.

For the first example, � �� !��"�#�$�ù��
��"�%
, we chose the motion in the different layers to

have the same direction, but to differ in speed such that higher spatial frequency bands
move slower. In the context of a fluid, one can think of the speed as a decreasing function
of height, that is, decreasing toward a boundary layer. The tile size is M È 64. No motion
blur was used. (See Fig. 3.)

For the second example, � �� !��"�#�$�ù��
��"�%�#�&��� ��
, we use motion blur. We also use a

smaller tile width of M È 16, and spatial frequencies from f ê Ï 1 Å 8 Ð . Fig. 4 shows single
frames for the cases of no blur vs. blur.

Our third example is � �� !��"�#� 
�'$�ù�����"�%�#�&��� 
�
. This video was generated using an un-

steady motion field, that is, the velocity vector in each tile and layer changes from frame to
frame. A random force was applied to generate the first frame as before, but now the fluid
vector field was allowed to dampen and advect over subsequent frames [Stam 2001]. Note
that the high spatial frequencies of the motion field

Ä
vx Å vy Æ becomes dampened over time

i.e. the field becomes more smooth. At the same time, the speed of the velocity vectors
decreases over time leading to a reduction of motion blur over time.

Our final fluid example, � �� !��"�#�$�ù��
��"�%�#�ù�ý�(��	��%����)$
, uses just two motion layers. The
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Fig. 3. (left) An example of the vector field generated by the fluid flow technique. (right) A single frame õ N Ú 512 ÷
frame of bandpass 1/f noise for tile width M Ú 64.

Fig. 4. (left) A single frame taken from an image sequence having no motion blur and N Ú 512 and M Ú 16.
(right) A single frame with motion blur added (σ Ú 10).

velocity fields in each layer are now chosen independently, in particular, both speed and
direction of the two layers are independent within in each tile. For those image regions in
which the speed or directions of motion are sufficiently different, the visual system is able
to see two separate layers (see Sec. 2.2).ó  ¼ Ì���+10�+
4g� +1�
The second type of motion field is that seen by an observer moving through a static 3D
scene. For such situations, the image velocity of a point at a given instance of time is as
follows [Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny 1980]. Let

Ä
Tx Å Ty Å Tz Æ be the instantaneous trans-
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lation component of the camera motion in the x Å y and z direction and

Ä
Ωx Å Ωy Å Ωz Æ be the

instantaneous rotation component of the camera motion in x Å y and z direction. Assume
that the image projection plane is at depth z È f in camera coordinates. The scene depth
z
Ä
x Å y Æ represents the depth of a 3D point visible at position

Ä
x Å y Æ in the image projection

plane. According to this model, the image velocity at
Ä
x Å y Æ is then :*

vx
vy + È Tz

z
Ä
x Å y Æ

*
x Î xT
y Î yT + Ç *

xy Ö f Î f Î x2 Ö f y
f Ç y2 Ö f Î xy Ö f Î x +�,- Ωx

Ωy
Ωz

./
(7)

The image location
Ä
xT Å yT Æ È f

Tz

Ä
Tx Å Ty Æ is called the direction of heading, also called the

focus of expansion (FOE).

Fig. 5. (left) Vector field for a single motion layer (constant depth) when camera is translating forward and
rotating about the optical (z) axis. See 0214365�387�9:3:;=<87?>�@8;BA:>4387 . (right) Vector field when the camera is rotating
about the x axis. See 0214365�387�9:3:;=<8>4387�@27�9:3:; .

For any single depth layer, the 2D image velocity field is the vector sum of fields due to
the camera translation and rotation. These two fields are, respectively, the two terms on the
right hand side of Eq. (7). The translation field always points away from the direction of
heading. The length of the vector is inversely proportional to z

Ä
x Å y Æ . The rotation field is

independent of scene depth. Figure 5(left) is an example of a vector field generated using
above equations, where the translation direction is straight ahead and the rotation is about
the optical axis. For this example, depth is assumed to be constant over the image. This is
the case of a moving directly toward a wall.

The video
����(B�'(�ù'��(���#	��(�ù���ù'��(��

shows the case of camera rotation about the x-axis,
but no translation. The motion field has a parabolic non-linearity, which is due to per-
spective. See Fig. 5 (right). For correct perspective, the viewer should observe this field
close to the monitor. Because the velocity field for the rotation component does not depend
on depth (see Eq. (7)), the three depth layers in each tile have the same velocity

Ä
vx Å vy Æ .

There are, however, up to four layers at each image pixel, namely the four neighboring
overlapping tiles. The slight transparency effect in the video is due to tile overlap.
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What about scenes that contain multiple layers? In this case, we would need multiple

z
Ä
x Å y Æ values at each point. As described in Sec. 4.1, our method implements multiple

layers in each tile by allowing for a different
Ä
vx Å vy Æ vectors for different layers. For the

case of egomotion, the
Ä
vx Å vy Æ vectors are chosen according to the above equation. In

particular, the center pixel
Ä
x Å y Æ of each tile defines both a translation and rotation vector.

One depth zi j is chosen for each tile i Å j and for each layer.
In

����(��)(�ù'��(	��#�ù
���	�)$�����ù)��(	�
, the viewer is translating along the direction of z-axis,

and there is no rotation. The FOE is at the center of the image. Three depth layers are
present. The human visual system is not able to detect the individual layers, however, for
reasons discussed in Sec. 2.2. A similar example is

����(��'(�ù'��(	��#�ù
���	�'$��
(�ù
, in which the

viewer is translating straight ahead (direction of z axis), while rotating about the z-axis.
The vector field for one depth layer was shown in Figure 5 (right).

The fourth example is a video in which the viewer’s motion parameters change over
time, and this leads to the a time-varying velocity field. In the video C�D	E #�ù
F

, the viewer’s
Tz component is constant but the Tx component varies sinusoidally with time, from the right
side of the image to the left side.G  -��9�.-.�#Dw��=r�9�
Our spectral synthesis method produces compelling visualizations of layered motion fields.
A key property of the method is that it is amenable to spectral analysis, namely the videos
can be characterized using standard signal processing theory and using properties of human
perception such as spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity and sensitivity to motion blur. This
suggests that the method could be very useful for generating stimuli for psychophysical
experiments that investigate perceptual limits of 2D motion fields.

In particular, such psychophysical experiments could address the sensitivity of the visual
system to complex motion fields. The studies cited in Sec. 2.1 used only simple motion
fields which were defined typically by alternating stripes in which the motion vector was
constant within each stripe. Studies of multilayer fields reviewed in Sec. 2.2 considered
layers with a single velocity only. There have been studies of motion layers that have con-
sidered non-uniform velocities within each layer [Rieger and Toet 1985; De Bruyn and
Orban 1993], but these are velocity fields are still quite simplistic relative to the motion
fields found in nature. Just as the visual system is can recognize walking figures from ran-
dom dot patterns [Johansson 1973], we expect that the visual system is especially sensitive
to other complex natural motion fields, such as that of swirling fluids. Stimuli generated
using our spectral synthesis method could be used in psychophysical studies of such mo-
tion fields. The nice spectral properties of our stimuli could make them more useful for
bridging the gap between the low level control needed for psychophysics (e.g. constrast
sensitivity) and the potential to generate complex motion fields. While state-of-the-art 2D
flow visualization methods may run in real time, they are based on many approximations
and are relatively difficult to characterize in terms of their stimulus properties.
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